Scope and Objectives:

The objective of this workshop is to make the participants familiar with the various concepts of data mining and software engineering. Moreover, they will get hands on experience of applying data mining techniques for software engineering problems. It seeks to complement this with a detailed knowledge of techniques for the analysis and design of complex software intense. This workshop explores leading research in mining, Software Engineering data, discusses challenges associated with mining SE data, highlights SE data mining success stories & outlines future research directions.

Topics Covered:

1. Data Mining and Software Fault Prediction
2. Software Process in Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering
3. Metrics for identifying critical components in software projects
4. Task Models for Interactive Software Systems

Registration Fees:

✓ No Registration Fees for ISTE Members
✓ Candidates are selected based on priority
✓ Accommodation will be provided based on availability

Last date for Registration: 25.04.2013
Last date for Intimation of Selection: 27.04.2013
For more Details Visit: www.jayaramcet.edu.in

About the Institution

Jayaram College of Engineering & Technology was founded by Gandhi Rural Development Educational Trust, and started on November 14th, 1994 and is situated 35 kms from Trichy on the Trichy-Thuraiyur road. The faculty of engineering offers 7 branches of engineering at the UG level, and 6 streams at the PG level including MCA. Microsoft signed a MOU for Microsoft Innovation Centre in JCET campus and Infosys Limited signed MOU for Infosys Campus Connect Program apart from curriculum.

About the Department

The Department of Computer Science and Engineering was formed in 1994. It is updated regularly to keep up with the growing demands and the changing trends of the software industry. The Department provides an outstanding practical environment complemented by excellence in teaching. The department has been accredited by the National Board of Accreditation (NBA) & also acquired ISO 9001:2000 certification. The department offers a sound program at the UG (CSE) and PG (CSE & SE) levels. The above are the broad degree programs with the curriculum prescribed by the Anna University -Chennai. It aims to prepare the students for global Excellence and local relevance in research, teaching and technology development. The program offers the students to work on diverse hardware and software platforms & prepares scholars to become leaders in knowledge-driven professions by providing a learning environment. It strongly focused on a collaborative, interdisciplinary research. The Department has full-fledged computing facilities with high-end systems, Wi-Fi hotspots, NPTel & Video Conferencing facility is provided to all the students which is an added feature.
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Convenor
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Address for communication:

The Convenor,
Workshop on ADMiS’13,
Department of CSE,
Jayaram College of Engineering & Technology,
Pagalavadi, Trichy- 621014.

Email: cseadmis13@gmail.com
Mobile: 9750962385